THE NUMBER ONE
SELLING MOTOR
HOME IN NORTH
AMERICA.
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The Motor Home That Really Works

This kitchen has more
storage space than my
kitchen at home! And
nicer appliances, too!

Bounder owners asked for more kitchen work space, and we’ve met their needs with
loads of countertop space and a fully equipped galley, featuring brand name appliances
like Dometic , Samsung and Maytag . Breakfast, lunch or dinner, the Venture family will
®
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look forward to dining in their comfortable and attractive Bounder dinette.

Hey Ad! You really
should check out the
amazing new features on
this year’s new Bounder.

No kidding Gerry! The
new front end exterior
with its cool graphics has
already got me excited.

Ad can’t wait to settle in behind the wheel of this sleekly
designed cockpit area that features a laptop computer
workstation and a standard rear vision camera and
monitor, with one-way sound. Overhead, his family will
®

be entertained by a 27” Panasonic TV, DSS dish and
Hi Fi VCR. Bounder is the only way to travel.

I sure hope Mom &
Dad buy us a new
Bounder.

If Jackie thought the storage areas in the
kitchen were large, wait until she sees the
wardrobe and cabinets in the bedroom. The
cabinets are roomy and offer your choice of
adjustable shelves and wardrobe hanging
space. They’re huge. As is the spacious
shower with low step-in. There’s always plenty
of room to bound around in a Bounder.

The Bounder makes life easier and
more convenient with features like the
optional washer/dryer combo, built-in
knife rack and integrated spice rack.
Every RV is equipped with abundant
storage area, as you see here under
the dinette, maximizing the use of
space throughout the Bounder.
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JUMP ON BOARD A MOTOR HOME BOUND FOR ADVENTURE!

In response to suggestions from our customers, the power cord has been
positioned for quick and easy access next to the standard 5.5 KW Onan
Gold Generator. You’ll also appreciate Bounder’s all-new aluminum luggage
doors.
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Check out the convenient rear fuel fill now located next to our
easily accessible spare tire compartment.

THE POWER PLATFORM MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
B Water tanks run horizontally

A Steel I-beams are welded the

down the center of the frame
for balance.

length of the chassis for
enormous weight-bearing ability.

B

C Beefy steel outriggers

ssqv

firmly cradle all
exterior compartments.

Size, Service, Quality and Value. Together
they equate to the very best RV you can buy.
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NO MATTER HOW YOU SPELL IT... TOUGH IS TUFF
Quality Tuff Coat™ fiberglass is the protective exterior on your Fleetwood
RV. It is a single continuous sheet of material that runs the length of
your chassis for durable, long-lasting protection from the elements.

RV OWNERCARE is a limited one-year/threeyear or 15,000 mile warranty, whichever occurs first,
and it is fully transferable for the first 12 months. RV
OWNERCARE is one of the RV industry's most
comprehensive programs and includes systems,
appliances, components, and construction, with no
deductible and no service charge. RV OWNERCARE
coverage is provided from a company that will be
around in the future to service your needs.

your local fleetwood rv dealer is

JOIN NOW!
(877) 577-2560.

See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full
explanation of benefits and restrictions.

www.fleetwoodrv.com

Visit our website to find a dealer near you or learn more about other Fleetwood products. Or call 1-800-444-4905.

IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ: Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product
information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change
without notice. All weights, fuel, liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for its customers. Each
vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo,
etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded.
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